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One of the things I like about the newer machines,
the worksheets
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the ones that we offer,
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are - you can get a fairly inexpensive 
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machine which will do a great job and give you lots of 
alkaline water.
Yes. A lot of people who think that an alkaline water 
machine is expensive ...you really just need to do the 
math. 
I, just in five minutes or less can figure out...
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you divide the cost of the machine by three hundred sixty 
five days
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and about again by five years which is just your warranty 
period
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and for
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let's say a
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eighteen hundred dollars I would say, because this 
machine is eight hundred seventy five
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more expensive than average machine with the



And, its a perfectly adequate machine for normal sized 
family.
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But some people will spend you know eighteen, nineteen 
hundred on
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ambition...it’s well worth it,
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but the bottom line there is...you do that math and divide 
it by
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that many days in a year and that many years...
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it comes up to maybe less than fifty cents a day.
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Well, that’s just for five years and if you multiply it by two 
or three times how... Oh, yeah...
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you’re looking at virtually no cost.
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Look at what people are doing, they’re buying water in
bottles at the store like crazy...
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which are not alkaline.
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Well...that's one of the things on my list here...
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why should you not buy water in bottles?
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Yeah, 
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it's not alkaline... you’re right
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a lot of times
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it’s not even neutral pH.
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...and sometimes acidic.
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Sometimes the water you buy in these bottles  ...there’s 
just no bottled water that’s any good as far as alkalinity 
goes.
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